Molecular and biochemical analyses of combining sites of monoclonal anti-morphine antibodies.
V region nucleotide sequences were determined by mRNA sequencing for 11 monoclonal anti-morphine antibodies with slightly different specificities for morphine-related opiates. The VH region nucleotide sequences of the antibodies MOR8, MOR33, MOR35, MOR44, MOR83, and MOR76 were classified into the VH-5 (7183) family, while the antibodies MOR39, MOR115, MOR131, MOR158 and MOR180 used VH-1 (J558) family genes. MOR39, MOR115 and MOR131 used the V lambda-1 gene for their L chain V region. MOR158 and MOR180 used the Vk-10 gene. MOR8, MOR33, OR35, MOR44, MOR76 and MOR83 used VK-21D. The antibody sets MOR158 and MOR180; MOR39 and MOR131; and MOR8, MOR33, MOR35, MOR44, MOR76 and MOR83 appeared to be somatic mutants derived from the same clones since they showed the same VH/VL usage and V(D)J recombination pattern. The pH-reactivity profiles for these antibodies revealed that the binding of morphine to the antibodies is highly dependent on the pH value of the assay solution, suggesting the importance of the electrostatic interaction between the positive charge of morphine and the negative charges at or near the combining sites. Direct UV-photoaffinity labeling with 3H-morphine was carried out in order to estimate the orientation of morphine in the combining sites. The H chains were preferentially labeled in MOR8, MOR33, MOR35, MOR76, and MOR83, whereas most of the crosslinked hapten was found in the L chains in MOR39, MOR115, MOR131, MOR158 and MOR180. Thus, these 11 antibodies were classified into two types in terms of reactivity in the photoaffinity labeling.